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Michael Wiersma - AKA “Evermonk”
Experienced digital marketeer, with a portfolio that includes more than 60 clients 
all around the world. Founder of Evertising agency, a dutch marketing agency that 
helps SMB businesses with digital marketing.

“There has been a lot of research before we started with xMonks, because we 
wanted to create something unique for The XRP Community.”

As an entrepreneur, managing multiple businesses and clients can take its toll on 
your mind and body. Meditation has helped me become a better me, emotionally 
and in business. It’s a gift, and now it is time to return the favor.

Rajen Gadjradj - AKA “Zenmonk” 
Digital marketing native, with over 15 years’ experience in managing marketing for 
larger corporations. Entrepreneur who loves innovation and technique. Rajen stu-
died traditional and digital marketing and has experience in a diverse range of 
branches and digital marketing aspects. 

As a father of 3 boys, Rajen always tries to inspire, motivate and collaborate. 
One of his life mottos is: ‘it never hurts to help’. Next to this, Rajen thrives on inno-
vation in Web3 development. 

Harm Smulders - AKA “Monkasso”
An allround designer from The Netherlands, with his own very unique style and 
approach. He is the creator and the designer of the unique Temple x Monks. 

Harm is co-founder and art director of creative design agency ‘De Vergulde 
Adelaar’. From digital design to product design, his creative range is extensive. 
Also he worked in the entertainment industry, where he still finds inspiration in 
the cultural experiences the world has to offer.

Meet the team - Who are we?
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Erick Djami Rohi - AKA “Longweimonk”
A professional with 8 years of strong experience and proven achievement in 
sales, field & trade marketing and business development at a reputable FMCG 
multinational company. Experienced community manager, who helped shape 
the tribe to what it is today and will be in the future. His love for people, strong 
mindset and experience will guide you through our community.

“As a sales person, I am used to meeting new people almost everyday. It gives 
me joy to socialize with everyone and I want to bring that spirit into the xMonk 
Temple. With this, I hope to inspire them to have a positive mindset in their daily 
life as well.“



Mission 

Our mission is for you to be the best version of yourself. In our community we tend to help each other 
and share our daily events. Casual things but also deeper discussions, so that we can learn from one 
another and respect other opinions too.
One thing Monks do is meditate, but you don’t always have to do it the traditional way. We meditate 
by doing things that make us happy like spending time with family and friends. Through real connection 
shared passions appear. By sharing that passion new connections become more meaningful. Our love 
and dedication for the XRP community resembles the same vision for our Tribe. We are firm believers 
that the XRPL will achieve the standard way of payments.

Vision

The vision we have on this is to create a platform that contributes to the Tribe. A community that 
helps and guides you with your daily matters. Together, we achieve more and through collaboration 
we will accomplish greater things. Once we can enter the metaverse, we would like to create a me-
tatemple where you can join our Tribe and meditate exclusively.

We are transparent and communicate on issues and other bottlenecks. Just to make sure that every-
thing is clear and insightful. Because, like others and with new technologies, complications will appear. 
We are determined to address these problems and overcome them! 
 

Peace is Every Step

Peace and harmony is the world we would like to picture. Hunger and greed will be outlawed, and 
prosperity will be the one goal to achieve. No longer will we be ordered to live in a bubble, but we 
will be free to enjoy and love OURSELVES and one and another. Race, religions, and other significant 
matters will no longer be a part of who we are and what we stand for. Power and wealth no longer 
decide who is in charge and what rules we should follow. Guidance and charity will be the leaders of 
this community. Help and learn from each other to achieve the greater good: THE BEST VERSION OF 
YOURSELF.. Once that goal has been achieved, training and development of the community will be 
the next target. Via guidance one will become a wiser person. With wisdom new blueprints will be 
created to pass onto future reference.

Step by step, breath by breath.
Peace is every step.

Step by step, breath by breath. 
Peace is every step. 

A monk decides to meditate alone, away from his monastery. He takes his boat out to the middle of 
the lake, moors it there, closes his eyes and begins his meditation. After a few hours of undisturbed 
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silence, he suddenly feels the bump of another boat colliding with his own. With his eyes still
closed, he senses his anger rising, and by the time he opens his eyes, he is ready to scream at the 
boatman who dared disturb his meditation. But when he opens his eyes, he sees it’s an empty boat 
that had probably got untethered and floated to the middle of the lake. At that moment, the monk 
achieves self-realization, and understands that the anger is within him; it merely needs the bump of an 
external object to provoke it out of him. 
From then on, whenever he comes across someone who irritates him or provokes him to anger, he 
reminds himself, “The other person is merely an empty boat. The anger is within me.” 

Moment of reflection, the power of balance is within yourself.

Roadmap

Release whitepaper (Done, second paper TBA)

XUMM KYC verification (Done)

How to buy instructions (Ongoing)

Partnerships (Ongoing)

Presales
 1st presale (Done) 
 2nd presale (Done)
 Last sale before mint goes live (TBA)

Onboarding meditation gurus (TBA)

Token sales

Airdrop 30% of supply
 1. Airdrop to holders of project XPUNK (Done)
 2. Airdrop 0.1 xMonk to 1000 xMonk fans (TBA) 
 3. Airdrop to loyal xMonk holders (TBA)

Create xMonk generator (Done)

New attributes 
 : Created in collaboration with the community (Ongoing)
 : The first 100 Shaolin monks wil receive a special caesar crown attribute that only 1% of all xMonks have.

Loyalties & Reward program
 : We will reward loyal & first holders

Mint live

Collection drops in themes, first drops will be the first exclusive

Onboard developers

Create merch store
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Q1 2022

Rest of roadmap TBA



What can you expect from holding an xMonk NFT?

**Higher goals** 
We are striving to create the best version of ourselves. We know very well that only holding an 
NFT and being in an amazingly close community (this one is, with lower numbers but with more 
engagement than other projects) isn’t enough to reach that ultimate goal. Realizing this depends on 
funding and token sales. 

1. We are looking for a new developer. And are currently talking to some potential new tribe members 
that can create a next level meditation app/community that will be free for holders of an xMonk NFT, 
and paid for external users (you may think about apps like Calm etc.). 

But with a twist, what you all will definitely love! Imagine having free lifetime access to an app that you 
normally need a subscription for?

2. All of the benefits of the app, in metaverse(s). Yes that is correct, we will not create our own 
metaverse but we want our tribe to grow strong in multiple verses from partners. This is our long 
term goal. All of the benefits of the app will be free if you’re a holder of more than 0,5 xMonk or an 
xMonk NFT.

**Some benefits for holders**
1. Airdrop for holders? We will be announcing it soon, but please note that holders will be eligible for 
future airdrops. The longer you hold, the more tokens you may receive. 

2. Incubator drops 
We are looking for projects to do some incubator drops with, and are in contact with them. 

Our first collection of 2000 monks will be the most exclusive one, first come - first serve. Consider 
all tokens in circulation now as a presale or whitelist, because we will have a minting event when 
we will launch. Now every token has a low price and you don’t know what monk you will get… Some 
monks will be one of a kind, and you’re very lucky if you mint one of those because it will be worth 
more than the others. Every attribute has its own rarity.
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Distribution

The support for these types of tokens is on its way, but it isn’t there yet. XLS-20d is the best solution 
because it enables native support on the XRP ledger. Once this technology is ready, you will be able 
to mint your xMonk NFTs.

Tokenomics
The tokens are an IOU, which gives the owner the option to exchange 1 token for 2 NFT’s. After the 
exchange, the token will be burned and the NFT is in your wallet. The NFT cannot be swapped back 
for the token itself. When you have minted your NFT, you will be able to do what you desire with it. 
For instance you can sell or auction it or keep it to yourself to represent your unique characteristics.

Token distribution
Issuer account is blackholed. meaning there are no more than 5000 xMonk tokens to be made.

Supply
 

The total supply is 5000 xMonks
1500 will be airdropped (30%)

rU3vjtvJPGjoEEnkyRGiVtZCM1uzVHd11p 
1650 tokens are dedicated to marketing and operations (33%)

rKbek431N19en46HKvNjNK2ybJ7dV5LcBG
600 tokens are reserved for partnerships (locked till minting) (12%)

rLR4MK6oLZT9bfDJDY2ffqZZSPXbHfKL7Y
500 tokens for giveaways (14%)

r3NFAUQqzpQH52XCGq8Q7jwr9Lc9STPo3F
550 tokens for all founders to HODL (locked till minting) (11%)

r3NFAUQqzpQH52XCGq8Q7jwr9Lc9STPo3F
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Founders

Giveaways

Partners

Airdrop

Marketing operations

11.0%

14.0%

12.0%

30.0%

33.0%



Loyalty program

The xMonks will continue to evolve at the center of this new ecosystem. If you are a holder of one 
xMonk token or more, you are eligible for future airdrops and giveaways of partner projects.

Please be aware of any risks involving NFTs and crypto in general, DYOR. Educate yourself on the 
topic before making any financial decisions. For us, but also for our community, we would like to emp-
hasize the risk of investing too much without making ends meet. As for all, be aware and conscious of 
the choices you make as the market is volatile and it will be unstable. This asset will be no exception 
to that rule. Please keep that in mind when you are investing your money in crypto and NFT.

Risk and disclaimer

Contact

Twitter 
https://twitter.com/temple_x_monks 

Discord 
https://discord.com/channels/916264088705835008/916264088705835011

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/x_monks/
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Step by step.                                 Breath by breath.


